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PRICE THEORY—A STYLIZED HISTORY

By Hans Brems

Abstract

The purpose of the paper is to restate rigorously four models of

relative price.

Cantillon tried to build a land theory of value by reducing labor

to indirect land: ultimately labor was produced from necessities.

Marx tried to build a labor theory of value by reducing machines to

indirect labor: ultimately machines were produced from labor and

machines.

Smith and neoclassicals used the full trinity of capital, labor,

and land and made no attempt to reduce it to any single input. Inputs

were additive only via their prices, hence all input prices would be

present in the price solution.



PRICE THEORY—A STYLIZED HISTORY

By Hans Brems

The purpose of the paper is to restate and solve four familiar

models of relative price. We shall use the following notation:

Variables

L = available labor force

L. = labor absorbed in ith industry

N. = land used in ith industry

n = money rent rate

P = price of ith good

r = rate of interest

S, = capital stock used in ith industry

w = money wage rate

Parameters

a. = labor coefficient of ith industry

a = labor elasticity of output in ith industry

b = land coefficient of ith industry
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8. = capital elasticity of output of ith industry

c. = capital coefficient of ith industry

j = joint factor productivity of ith industry

m = labor's manner of living

I. CANTILLON

1 . Production Technology

Cantillon certainly knew no diminishing returns—indeed nobody

knew them before Turgot [1767 (1844: 418-433), (1977: 109-122)].

Did Cantillon know that production takes time? In other parts of

his work he was well aware of it, but in the passages [1755 (1931:

41)] developing his famous "Par between Land and Labour" he ignored

capital. Let us restate his par mathematically.

Let a Cantillon economy be producing two consumers' goods, i.e.,

a necessity consumed only by labor and luxury consumed only by land-

lords. Both are produced solely from labor and land in processes

having fixed input-output coefficients:
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Lj a
i
X
i

(1)

Nj = b
1
X
i

(2)

where subscripts i 1, 2 refer to the necessity and the luxury,

respectively.

There is a third process, a labor-producing one. Like Malthus and

von Neumann, Cantillon saw labor as reproducible—produced from neces-

sities in a process having a fixed input-output coefficient m,

:

Xj - m
x
L (3)

To Cantillon the coefficient m. was labor's "manner of living,"

not a biological minimum but a social minimum varying among regions:

it was higher in Northern France than in Southern France—as Cantillon

[1755 (1931: 71)] described it in such specific detail. However high

it was, we treat it as a parameter.

2. Processes Break. Even

Now in long-run equilibrium let all processes break even. The two

goods-producing processes will break even after freedom of entry and
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exit has done its work and washed away all profits over and above

labor cost at the standard money wage rate w and land cost at the

standard money rent rate n. As a result, in each industry revenue

equals cost:

P,X. = L.w + N.n
i 1 i i

Divide by output X., use (1) and (2), and write a Cantillon price

equation:

P = a.w + b.n (4)

or, in Cantillon's own words [1755 (1931: 41)]: "... the intrinsic

value of any thing may be measured by the quantity of Land used in its

production and the quantity of Labour which enters into it, ..."

The labor-producing process will break even, because [1755 (1931:

83)] "Men multiply like Mice in a barn if they have unlimited Means of

Subsistence." Here, too, revenue equals cost or, in more familiar

terms, the wage bill equals the value of labor's consumption:

Lw = P
1
X

1
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3. Solution for Relative Price

Insert (3), divide L away, and write a Cantillon wage equation:

w = m
1
P

1
(5)

Insert (5) into (4) and write the Cantillon price equation:

P, - a.nKP. + b.n
i ill i

which is a system of two equations in two unknowns P, and P~. Write

it out for i = 1, 2, rearrange, and find Cantillon's relative price

P
l

b
lJL- 1 (6)

P
2

b
2
[l + (a

2
/b

2
- aj/bj^mj]

4. A Land Theory of Value

Via labor's manner of living m^ Cantillon [1755 (1931: 41)

reduced labor to "the quantity of Land of which the produce is

allotted to those who have worked upon it." Did he?
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Dimensionally (6) is indeed a land theory of value. According to

(1) and (2) the dimension of labor intensity a*/b. is man-hours per

acre. According to (2) the dimension of the land coefficient b. is

acres per physical unit of first good. According to (3) the dimension

of the manner of living m. is physical units of first good per man-

hour. After cancellation, then, the dimension of the second terra of

the bracket of (6) will be a pure number. Consequently (6) simply

expresses relative price in terms of relative acres used. But (6) has

more than the direct land coefficients b. and b
?

in it.

Indirect land was important to Cantillon. Indirect land was

needed to produce labor in accordance with the input-output coefficient

m, . Such labor, in turn, was needed in accordance with the labor

coefficients a. and a^* As a result a,, a2, and m, should—and do

—

appear in (6) and affect relative price ^i/Po* How?

If we think, as we normally do, of necessities (food) as less

labor-intensive than luxuries (services), i.e., a,/bi < a
2
/b2, then

the second term of the bracket of (6) will be positive. In that case

a higher manner of living m. would affect necessities less than

luxuries hence lower relative price (6).

Only in the special and unlikely case of labor intensities being

the same in both goods, i.e., a./b, = a2/b 2 , will the second term of

the bracket vanish and leave us with a pure land theory of value

V P
2

=W
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II. SMITH

1 . Production Technology

Did Smith assume fixed input-output coefficients, or did he know

diminishing returns? Eltis (1984: 107) finds no trace of diminishing

returns in Smith. Hollander (1980) finds them only on the basis of a

very selective choice of quotes. Samuelson (1977), (1978), on the

other hand, assumed Smith to share diminishing returns with Ricardo,

Malthus , and Mill. Certainly Smith's "natural price" was phrased

generally enough, or vaguely enough, to permit both interpretations.

For the moment, as in Cantillon, let us assume both consumers' goods

to be produced in processes having fixed input-output coefficients.

Smith may or may not have known diminishing returns, but he

definitely knew that production takes time. Let it take one year,

i.e., let there be a one-year gap between inputs and outputs:

L
£
(t) = a

1
X
i
(t + 1) (7)

N
t
(t) = b

i
X
i
(t + 1) (8)
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where subscripts i 1, 2 refer to the necessity and the luxury,

respectively. Labor is absorbed and land is used in both goods:

a
1

> and b
t

> 0.

2. The "Natural Price"

Smith's goods-producing processes will break even after freedom of

entry and exit has washed away all profits over and above capital cost

at the standard rate of interest r, labor cost at the standard money

wage w, and land cost at the standard money rent rate n. As a result

in each industry revenue equals cost:

P
i
X.(t +!)-(!+ r)[L

i
(t)w + N

i
(t)n]

Divided by output X.(t + 1), insert (7) and (8), and find a

Smithian price equation:

P
±

= (1 + r)(aiW + bin ) (9)

Here is Smith's [1776 (1805: book I, chapter 7)] "natural price,"

i.e., a price "neither more nor less than what is sufficient to pay

the rent of the land, the wages of the labour, and the profits of the
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stock employed in raising, preparing, and bringing it to market,

according to their natural rates."

3. Was Labor Reproducible?

Did Smith, like Cantillon, have a third process producing labor

from necessities at a fixed input-output coefficient equalling labor's

subsistence real wage? To be sure, Smith [1776 (1805: book I,

chapter 8)] did observe that "every species of animals naturally

multiplies in proportion to the means of their subsistence..." And,

for humans, Smith did describe such subsistence not as a biological

minimum but as a social minimum varying among nations. Indeed it was

higher in North America than in England.

Yet, if ever tempted to build such a labor-producing process into

his price theory, Smith withstood the temptation. Nothing like

Cantillon' s par between land and labor occurred to Smith. Nowhere

did he reduce labor to land.

We, too, shall withstand the temptation, leave Smith's "natural

price" the way he left it, and solve it for relative price.
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4. Solution for Relative Price

The "natural price" (9) is a system of two equations in two

unknowns P. and P~. Write it out for i 1, 2, rearrange and find

Smith's relative price

P. a,w + b.n— = — — (10)

P
2

a~w + b
2
n

The annual wage-and-rent bill is earning interest at the same rate

in the two industries, so r disappeared from (10). But the money wage

rate w and the money rent rate n are still with us in (10), whose

sensitivities to them are

3(W (V b
l

- a
2
/b

2
)blV (u)

3w ^ a
2
w + ^2n ^

J^/Pj) (a
2
/b

2
- ^/b^bjbjB

2
3n (a„w + b

2
n)
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If we think, as we normally do, of necessities (food) as less

labor-intensive than luxuries (services), i.e., a./b, < a
7
/b

? , then

(11) is negative and (12) positive: a higher money wage rate w will

lower but a higher money rent rate n will raise relative price (10).

Only in the special and unlikely case of labor intensities being

the same in both goods, i.e., &
1
/b

1
= a

2
/b

2
, will (11) and (12) be

zero, and relative price be insensitive to factor prices.

III. MARX

1. Fixed Capital

Ricardo had seen that relative price would equal relative man-

hours absorbed if all capital was a wage fund, i.e., if all capital

was circulating capital. But Ricardo had felt compelled to add his

chapter on "machinery" to his third edition. Here he [1821 (1951:

32)] had seen that if fixed capital or its durability varied among

industries, relative price would no longer equal relative man-hours.

Marx, too, paid much attention to machinery. So—unlike Samuelson

(1957: 884) and (1971: A13n)

—

let us assume Marxian capital to be
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fixed constituting a third good in our model, "machines," so our

1 - 1, 2, 3.

2. Present Net Worth

Fixed capital requires dynamic planning. Let a firm in the ith

industry consider acquiring the new physical capital stock S . . Define

the future cash flow of revenue minus wage bill of such a capital

stock as

H. = P.X. - wL, (13)
l l l i

Let the rate of interest used to discount such future cash flows

be r. Then at time zero the present worth of a future instantaneous

rate of cash flow located at time t is e H dt, and the present net

worth J of the new physical capital stock S. is the present worth of

all future cash flows over its useful life u minus its cost of

acquisition:

u
-rt.

J. = / e
rt

H dt - PS (1A)
1
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In a stationary economy the cash flow H is not a function of

time hence may be moved outside the integral sign. Move it, carry

out the integration (14), insert (13), and find present net worth

, -ru
1 - e

J
t (Vi " wL

i
) " P

3
S
i

(15)

3. Production Technology

Ricardo had known diminishing returns but may not have realized

that they would make his labor and capital coefficients vary with his

margins of cultivation. Marx ignored land and with it diminishing

returns. We welcome such simplification allowing us to treat labor

and capital coefficients as technological parameters:

L
£

= a
i
X
i

(16)

S
i

= Ci X. (17)

Ricardo's durable producers' goods had been made from labor alone

To his credit, to Marx it also took producers' goods to produce pro-

ducers' goods: a. > and c. > for i = 1, 2, 3.
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4. Equalization of Rates of Profit

Any student of Marx must choose between the "values" of volume I

[1867 (1908)], resulting from equalization of rates of surplus value

among industries, and the "prices" of volume III [1894 (1909: 181,

212)], resulting from equalization of rates of profit. We choose

volume III and let equalized rates of profit equal the rate of

interest common to all borrowers, then present net worth (15) will be

zero. Set (15) equal to zero, divide by physical output X., use (16)

and (17), rearrange, and find a Marxian price equation:

P, = a.w + c.P, (18)
i i i 3 . -ru

1 - e

which is a system of three equations in the three unknowns P,, ?2>

and P_.

5. Was Labor Reproducible'

Did Marx, like Cantillon, have a third process producing labor

from necessities at a fixed input-output coefficient equaling labor's
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subsistence real wage? To be sure, in his volume I Marx [1867 (1908:

190)] did apply his labor theory of value to labor itself: labor's

value in exchange did equal "the value of the means of subsistence

necessary for the maintenance of the labourer."

Yet, if ever tempted to build such a labor-producing process into

his price theory, Marx withstood the temptation. He despised Malthus,

and we agree with Samuelson (1971: 406) that if Marx did have a

minimum subsistence wage "it is not well determined by efficacious

linkages."

We, too, shall withstand the temptation, leave Marx's price

equation (18) the way he left it, and solve it for relative price.

6. Solution for Relative Price

Write (18) for i = 3 and solve for P
3

:

a~w
P = 1 (19)

1 - c
3
r/(l - e )

Then insert (19) into (18) written for i = 1, 2, rearrange, and

find Marx's relative price
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P. a.[l + (c./a. - c,/a,)a,r/(l - e"
ru

)]— = — — =—-—- (20)

?
2

a
2
[l + (c

2
/a

2
- c

3
/a

3
)a

3
r/(l - e )]

7. A Labor Theory of Value

Dimensionally (20) is indeed a labor theory of value. According

to (16) and (17) the dimension of capital intensity c./a. is machines

per man-hour. According to (16) the dimension of the labor coef-

ficient a~ is man-hours per machine. After cancellation, then, the

dimension of the second terms of the brackets of (20) will be pure

numbers. Consequently (20) simply expresses relative price in terms

of relative man-hours absorbed. But (20) has more than the direct

labor coefficients a, and a
2

in it.

Indirect labor was important to Marx. Indirect labor was needed

to produce machines in accordance with the input-output coefficient

a_. Such machines, in turn, were needed for u years at the rate of

interest r in accordance with the capital coefficients c. , c
2

, and c^.

Consequently a«, c. , c«, c_, r, and u should—and do—appear in (20)

and affect relative price P./P
?

. How?

If like Gordon (1961) we think of necessities as more capital-

intensive than luxuries and of luxuries as more capital-intensive than
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machinery, i.e., c./a, > Co/'

&2 ^ c 2^ a 2' tnen tne second terms of the

brackets of the numerator and the denominator of (20) will both be

positive but the former larger than the latter. In that case a higher

rate of interest r or a shorter useful life u would affect necessities

more than luxuries hence raise relative price (20).

Only in the special and unlikely case of capital intensities being

the same in all three goods, i.e., c,/a, Cjl a
2

= c-,/a^, will the

second terms of the brackets of numerator and denominator vanish and

leave us with a pure labor theory of value Pi/P? = a i/ a 2*

IV. NEOCLASSICAL RELATIVE PRICE

1. The Smithian Trinity Once Again

Cantillon ignored capital and Marx land. Let us restore the full

Smithian trinity of capital, labor, and land. First, extend our

present net worth to include the rent bill. Define the future cash

flow of revenue minus the wage and rent bills of a contemplated new

physical capital stock S. as
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H
i

E P
i
X
i

" wL
i

" ""i
(23)

Then define present net worth J of the new physical capital stock

S. as the present worth of all future cash flows over its useful life

u minus its cost of acquisition:

u

J. = / e H.dt - P-S. (2A)
1 x 3 x

In a stationary economy the cash flow H, is not a function of time

hence may be moved outside the integral sign. Move it, carry out the

integration (24), insert (23), and find present net worth

i
~ru

1 - e

J. = (P
i
X
i

- wL
i

- nN
i

) - P
3
S
i

(25)

2. Production Technology

Let us finally come to grips with diminishing returns to the full

trinity of capital, labor, and land. Wicksell [1893: V, 121-127

(1954)] and Wicksteed [1894 (1932: 33)] were the first to do so and
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to show that it doesn't matter who hires whom. With diminishing

returns thus generalized we can no longer use input coefficients as

technological parameters. But we can use input elasticities as such.

Like Wicksell [1901 (1934: 128)] let us do that and choose a Cobb-

Douglas form

a
i

B
i

Y
i

X. = J
i
L
i \ 1

S. (26)

where j. is joint factor productivity, a., 8., and y. are the labor,

land, and capital elasticities of output, and where a + 8. + Y- 1<

3 . Optimization

A firm will hire another man, rent another acre, or install

another machine until such hiring, renting, or installation will add

nothing to its present net worth J.:

aj. i - e
ru

ax._k =
( P -± - w ) = o

3L. r 3L.
i i

aj, i - e
ru

ax
_L = (P _A _ n) = o

3N r 3^
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3J. 1 - e
rU

3X.

= P P -

3S
i

r 3S
i

Carry out the partial differentiations of (26), rearrange, and

find factor demand to be in inverse proportion to factor price:

ct.P.X.

\- J^±± (27)
w

6.P.X.
N. -

X 1 1
(28)

n

s (29 )
1

P r/(l - e"
ru

)

Multiply across, add (27), (28), and (29), and notice in pass-

ing Wicksteed's [1894 (1932: 37)] product-exhaustion theorem

wl^ + nN
i

+ P-S.r/U - e"
ru

) = P.X..
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4. Solution for Relative Price

Raise (27) to the power a , (28) to the power B. , and (29) to the

power Yj • Multiply the three equations. Use (26) and find an X. on

both the left-hand and the right-hand side of their product. Divide

it away, rearrange the rest, and find the neoclassical price equation

1 w
a
i n

6
i 1

Y
i P r

T
i

P, = — (—) (—) (—) ( ) (30)

J
i °I

B
i \ 1 " G

which is a system of three equations in the three unknowns P., P», a

P_. First write it for i = 3, solving for P-:

Iw3n313 r 3 3 3

P
7

- [— (—) (—) (—

)

( ) ] (31)
3 o ,

-ru
^ 3

a
3 3

Y
3

" e

then for i - 1, 2, solving for relative price:

nd
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a
i

8
1

Y
i

P
1

j 2
(w/ap (n/Bj) (1/Yj) P„r

( ) (32)

P
2 jj (w/o

2
)

2
(N/B

2
)

2
(1/Y

2
)

2
1 e"

ru

where P- stands for (31)

5. Factor Prices

All factor prices, i.e., the money wage rate w, the money rent

rate n, and the rate of interest r/(l - e ), appear in (32), and we

are not surprised. The essence of neoclassical thought is that

factors are substitutes and that factor demand depends on factor

price—indeed in our (27), (28), (29) was always in inverse proportion

to factor price!

In (32) the money wage rate w occurs in the power

Y
l

" Y
2

(a
l

~ a
2
)B

3
" a

3
(B

l
" B

2
)

a
l

" °2 a
3

=

°3 + B
3

a
3

+ 6
3

If we think of necessities as more land-intensive (food) and more

capital-intensive (housing), hence less labor-intensive, than luxuries
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(services), then a < a and 8. > 8_. As a result both terms of the

numerator of (33) are negative, and a higher money wage rate w will

unequivocally lower the relative price of necessities (32).

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

1 . Summary

We have restated and solved Cantillonian, Smithian, Marxian, and

neoclassical models of price.

Cantillon ignored capital and offered a land theory of value:

ultimately labor was produced from necessities. To reduce his labor

to indirect land he needed all his labor coefficients as well as

labor's "manner of living." All of this would appear in his price

solution in addition to his direct land coefficients.

Marx ignored land and offered a labor theory of value: ultimately

machines were produced from labor and machines. To reduce his

machines to indirect labor he needed all his capital coefficients as

well as a rate of interest and a useful life of machines. All of this

would appear in his price solution in addition to his direct labor

coefficients.
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Smith and neoclassicals used the full trinity of capital, labor,

and land and made no attempt to reduce it to any single input.

Inputs were additive only via their prices, hence all input prices

would appear in the price solution.

Each model was true under its own assumptions. Fixed input-output

coefficients, reproducible labor, circulating capital, or even absence

of capital were restrictive assumptions—but perhaps acceptable as

first approximations at a preindustrial stage.

Smith's assumptions were the least restrictive because they were

the least explicit. His own wording was general enough, or vague

enough, to allow capital to be fixed, to allow for diminishing returns

to capital, labor, and land, indeed to allow his "natural price" to

cover our neoclassical case.

2. Preferences?

Since 1870 we have known that preferences matter, yet our only

relationships referred to until now have been input-output relation-

ships. How are preferences sending their signals?

Our Marxian, Smithian, or neoclassical solutions were not self-

contained: they had factor prices in them, and such factor prices

are determined beyond the ith industry, i.e., in economy-wide factor
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markets. Out there the factor demands (27), (28), and (29) of the

ith industry are added to the factor demands of other industries.

Such aggregate factor demand will reflect preferences: aggregate

demand for capital will be high, hence the rate of interest high, if

consumers prefer capital-intensive goods, say housing. In the

economy-wide factor markets aggregate demand meets aggregate supply.

Aggregate supply also reflects preferences, e.g., work-leisure

preferences or present goods-future goods preferences. In short,

preferences are sending their signals into the ith-industry market

via the factor prices. A general-equilibrium model is the only full

explanation of relative price.
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